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Editorial – Malcolm White
Apologies to those receiving this by email who may find the latest Newsletter a little
slow to download. This is because this edition contains quite a few pictures, most
from Nicola Bayley accompanying her article about her trip to Belize last year and a
few from Mole.

Malcolm White
10 Westover Court
Churchdown
Glos GL3 2AA
01452 859202
malwhite@blueyonder.co.uk

Diary Dates
RFDCC
GCRG Training Days are generally held quarterly, on the first Sundays of March,
June, September and December each year
NENTHEAD:
October Fri 16th to Sun 25th 2,009
Easter 2,010: Thurs April 1st ( honest!), to Sun 11th.
Summer date yet to be confirmed, but if there is insufficient interest amongst cavers,
walkers, & cyclists, it WILL be cancelled at Easter time.
Bookings / enquiries via Mole, 01594 833217 mole@grottage.fsworld.co.uk

WELSH MINES SOCIETY MEET:
S Wales, 19th to 20th Sept:
Rhondda winding house ( open ),
Clydach iron Works,
Sat Social at Talybont on Usk,
Blaenavon coal & iron outcrop workings.
Details to be found on www.welshmines.org webpage
Enquiries via Mole.

Belize March 2008 Nicky Bayley
The Team: Nicky Bayley, Al Braybrooke, Russel Brookes, Paul Craddy, Toby
Dryden, Gary Evans, Richard Hudson, Andy Lewington, Brendan Marris, Phil
Walker
"What the hell is that!!" came the exclamation as we all listened to the yowling noise
coming from the dense jungle behind us. I carefully got up from my position and
walked around to sit on the far side of the campfire. We all laughed nervously and
contemplated the soundness of the decision to set up camp in the mouth of the cave,
right between the jungle wildlife and the only water supply in the area.
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We were nearing the end of our trip to the Toledo District in Southern Belize, and had
were camped at the entrance to Pueblo Creek Cave, first explored by some of our
group back in 2007. Found at the end of the 2007 trip, exploration had only gone for
300m before the way on was halted by a horrendous log jam which required tackle to
descend safely. This year the log jam had been washed clean away leaving a short
pitch into an ongoing streamway. We had one last pushing trip to make this year
before heading back to the UK.
It was a fine end to a great expedition which had seen us hacking sweatily through the
jungle in search of new caves, anxiously watching water supplies, sleeping in
uncomfortable hammocks, dodging dangerous plants, trees, animals and insects,
sustained by mountains of tortillas and corned beef. The motto of the trip had become
"Everything is out to get you!" and it was true, even inside the caves the wildlife was
armed and dangerous, the scariest creatures being the dinner plate sized whip
scorpions which appeared menacingly even far underground. Above ground we'd seen
deadly coral snakes and large furry tarantulas. Now sitting around the camp fire, our
thoughts turned to jaguars, and all the large paw prints we had seen on the muddy
trails over the last few weeks. One by one, we slinked off to the fragile security of our
hammocks, and watched the glow worms kamikaze into the firelight through the
mosquito netting before drifting off to sleep.
Morning came with yet another breakfast of tortillas, before setting off into the cave.
We had one team pushing downstream, a team surveying an extremely large chamber,
and a tourist trip for our new local friend Bruno, who we were hoping would be able
to help out with the logistics of future expeditions. Bruno and his wife run a local
guest house and some high heeled caving trips for tourists into the well know Tiger
Cave. Bruno was a keen adventurer, and so we decided to show him what real caving
was all about. Pueblo Creek was certainly a good introduction.
Wading through ominous chest deep water filled with unseen gloop and floating
jungle debris, followed by traversing slippy moonmilk ledges led to a freehanging
20m pitch down to an active river, winding it's way through huge water worn spaces
filled with house sized boulders and enormous tree trunks washed into the cave in the
wet season. These trees were often seen jammed into spaces high up in the roof of the
cave - it was not the place to be in during a downfall. The cave section changed into
clean deep water filled rifts, involving lots of swimming and clambering tentatively
amongst rotting timbers which occasionally dammed the river.
I was in the surveying team with Rich and Russ, and after a quick bite to eat, we said
goodbye to the others and began to take measurements around the immense space,
which had been named "Lobster Chamber" after the sighting of a giant crayfish in one
of the pools, and an impressive beach made up almost entirely of dead crab shells. We
made our way slowly around the chamber, looking in all the nooks and crannies as we
went. The roof of the chamber was adorned with stal, whilst the floor became a
scramble over and amongst house sized boulders. Reaching the far end of the
chamber, we realised that we had entered another separate gallery which was almost
as large as the one we had just come from. The decorations grew more abundant, and
the routes through the boulders where they weren't calcite, were strewn with delicate
mud pinnacles, each with a small stone balanced on its top. Faint outlines of ghostly
sculptures loomed in the distance as the dark gloom consumed the brightness of our
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feeble lights, whilst close up; the calcite on the rocks took the appearance of
underwater coral heads, sparkling as the light caught the crystals. Surveying as we
explored, we took in the strange sights of the eerie stone monoliths around us,
towering stalagmite totems, delicate pools full of cave pearls, and the roof some 30m
above us.
After many hours surveying, we at last reached a full circle, and started to make our
weary way out through the long swims, braving the dangers of the ever present whip
scorpions lurking amongst the log piles. The deep pools we had jumped down into so
enthusiastically on the way in were now quite difficult to climb out from on the
return, and it seemed to be a long slog back to the surface.
Bruno's team had long since departed the camp, but we were pleasantly surprised to
see that the pushing party were still underground, which meant that the cave hadn't
sumped out. About 15 minutes later, they arrived back at the entrance with tales of
even longer swims, more glittering formations, merging underground rivers, and the
end still nowhere in sight.
Tales around the campfire that night were of caverns measureless to man disappearing
onward into the hills of Guatemala, and the anticipation of the cave still waiting to be
pushed to a conclusion on the next expedition.
A trip is planned for Easter 2010 to continue the exploration of this and other caves in
the area.
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Wigpool Powder House? John Hine
A few pictures of a structure at Wigpool which doesn’t appear on any of the plans.
Could this be the powder house?

The shape of the concrete flaunching seems to indicate that this might have had a
cylindrical or pyramidical roof. Whether the structure was originally half buried is
open to debate, the ground level may have been altered by forestry action.
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Wigpool John Hine
At the expense of Adrian Turner, owner of Shortbush Cottage where we all park and a
past member of RFDCC, a hole about 20ft deep was excavated opposite the cottage at
the site of the so called cellar mentioned by Bryan Walters in his book .
This was supposed to be a mine working used by previous occupants of the cottage
and then subsequently filled in with rubbish. No such infill of any note was found
and no solid rock. The hole has now been infilled.
This excavation had the blessing of FODCCAG, FC and Clearwell caves.

The Newsletter – Where now? Malcolm White
As some of you may be aware, one of the proposed changes to the constitution is the
removal of the Newsletter Editor from the Committee. The rationale behind this is
that the newsletter is dead and therefore there is no point in having the editor on the
committee. Whether or not I agree with the premise that the newsletter is dead, I have
to agree with the logic in that sentence.
Apart from regular contributions by Mole I have only received one other article for
publication in the last 9 months and, aside from diary dates, all the rest has been
written by me or pinched from elsewhere. This isn’t a whinge, I can carry on writing
articles to keep the newsletter going, but it’s not really what the post of editor is all
about. A small sample of 5 people I’ve spoken to or corresponded with recently
would seem to indicate that most people still want the newsletter, but that sample is
hardly representative of the rest of the club.
So, what do people think? Is the newsletter worth carrying on with? Do you still want
it, find it useful or should it be discontinued? The many means of contacting me are
on page 3 so let me know one way or the other.
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